Fall 2013
Senior Thesis Titles

**Gabriel Francis Cunningham**  
Supervisor: Jessica Simes

*Poor Urbanism and Poor Suburbanism as Ways of Institutional Life: An Organizational Study of Disadvantage in Metropolitan Massachusetts*

**Michael Danto**  
Supervisor: Richard Tuck

*Decieved by the Appearance of Right: Theater and Pretense in Rousseau's Life and Work*

**Stephanie Kaitlyn Yasunaga**  
Supervisor: Sylvia Maxfield

*How Social Entrepreneurs Catalyze Systemic Change in the Field of International Economic Development*

Spring 2014
Senior Thesis Titles

**Samuel Nicholas Adams**  
Supervisor: Jeffry Frieden

*Under the Influence: Class, Monopoly, and the British Drive to the First Opium War*

**Samuel Jacob Mukamal Arnold**  
Supervisor: Gerald Frug

*Fragmented Philadelphia: Urban Sprawl, Local Government Law, and the Limits of Regionalism*
Jamie John Ashton  
Supervisor: David Leslie  
*Defacing Death: The Problems of Dying In Modern Technologically Advanced Societies*

Dipona Kumari Bandy  
Supervisor: Sandipto Dasgupta  
*Too Important for Politics: The Implications of “Autonomy” In the Indian Women’s Movement*

Pearl Bhatnagar  
Supervisor: Mattijs Van Maasakkers  
*Active Imaginations: An Emerging Vision for Social Impact Technology in Brazil*

James Patrick Biblarz  
Supervisor: Lawrence Bobo  
*There is No Magic: Law, Policy, and the Resegregation of American Public Schools*

Emily Teachout Bigelow  
Supervisor: Chris Sturr  
*Disconnect in a Connected Job Market: The Role of the Internet in a Jobless Recovery*

Meghan McCall Brockmeyer  
Supervisor: Laurence Ralph  
*From Rapper to Provocateur: Three Dialectics on Aesthetics, Appropriation, and Authenticity in the Artistic Endeavors and Creative Exploits of Kanye West*

Alexandra Faith Skilken Brown  
Supervisor: Gwyneth McClendon  
*At the End of the Day, He’s a Community Member First: Meaning-Making and Community Support after the Marikana Mine Strikes*
Cayla Connor Calderwood  
Supervisor: Ezer Vierba  

*The Tropical Crips and Bloods: Gang Formation in Belize City*

Caroline Grace Cox  
Supervisor: Libby Newman  

*An Expert in Her Own Domain: The Home Economics Movement in Higher Education and the Professionalization of the Domestic Sphere, 1900-1920*

Tyler James Cusick  
Supervisor: Jonathan Hansen  

*The Failure of Kosovar: Identity in a Constructed State*

Nisha Deolalikar  
Supervisor: Nir Eyal  

*Why We Should Care About Health Care*

Patrick Schaeffer Duffy  
Supervisor: Libby Newman  

*Social Movements for Educational Reform: Collective Action in the Seattle Teachers’ Boycott and Union Action in the Chicago Teachers’ Strike*

Cherone Catherine Duggan  
Supervisor: Joelle Abi-Rached  

*Wiki-Visions: Reimagining Wikipedia’s Revolution as a Reading Innovation*

Nora Frances Eccles  
Supervisor: Anya Bassett  

*Freedom, Science and the Role of Government: The Debate Over Mayor Bloomberg’s Anti-Obesity Agenda in New York City*
Blake Jourdan Elston  
Supervisor: Brendan Karch  

*Dangerous Spaces: Assessing the Theoretical Underpinnings of Paris’s Urban Renovation Projects*

Janet Jooeun Eom  
Supervisor: Liang Xu  

*The Dragon in the Land of a Thousand Hills: The Role of the Rwanda Model and China Factor in Rethinking Development in Contemporary Africa*

Harleen Kaur Gambhir  
Supervisor: Eric Beerbohm  

*Data-Driven Democracy: Persuasion Experiments in the Obama 2012 Campaign*

Danielle Marie Goatley  
Supervisor: Adam Lebovitz  

*The Torture Taboo: An Intellectual History of the Prohibition on Torture from the Human Rights Era through the War on Terror*

Mariana Gudino Castanon  
Supervisor: Diane Davis  

*Informal Order, Formal Disorder: Clientelism, Citizen Committees and Access to Public Services in Iztapalapa, Mexico City*

Aaron Christopher Gyde  
Supervisor: Lisa Stampnitzky  

*In Pursuit of Capital: The NYT, WSJ, and Consumer Credit in the 1920s*

Brendan Patrick Hanrahan  
Supervisor: Sa’ed Atshan  

John Wendell Heilbron  
Supervisor: Alison Jones

*The Spirit in the Pasadena Ward: Expressions of Agency in a Strict Religious Tradition*

Cindy Hsu  
Supervisor: Armin Fardis

*Playing Savior for Who?: Victimization of Muslim Women in Western Media and Their Response*

Kaiyang Huang  
Supervisor: Nicole Newendorp

*Autism with Chinese Characteristics: Parenting the Autistic Child in China*

Nicole Marie Iacopetti  
Supervisor: Tiffanie Ting

*Teaching a Critical Democratic Citizenship: a Study of Civic Education in Hong Kong, 1997-2013*

Jordan Michael Jozwiak  
Supervisor: Ben Snyder

*Trust, Influence, and Information Dispersion in Twitter: How #Hashtags Frame Discourse*

Alexander Monroe Koenig  
Supervisor: Chris Sturr

*“Human Nature is to Forget”: Lessons Learned and Lost from the Columbine High School Massacre*

Eli Asher Kozminsky  
Supervisor: Bo-Mi Choi

*The Direction of Capitalist Society: Freedom in Marx*
Mark Simon Krass
Supervisor: Anny Fenton

Pathways to Politics: Immigrant Social Organizations and Political Integration in Canada

Florence Xavia Kuhl
Supervisor: Cosette Creamer

Moroccan Modernity: Women in a Social Labyrinth

Rina Amanda Kuusipalo
Supervisor: Marshall Ganz

Fairness in a 'green' political economy: Historical responsibility and international environmental discourse beyond climate change

Sophia Madeleine Lajaunie
Supervisor: Chiwen Bao

Emotions and Voices of Youth: Student Learning for Personal Wellbeing and Empowerment

Hojung Lee
Supervisor: Alexander Zahlten

“We Demand Truth From Tablo”: Cyber Protest and Civil Society in South Korea

Bliss Franklin Leonard
Supervisor: Anya Vodopyanov

“For the Good of the Nation”: The Muslim Brotherhood’s Use of Electoral Boycotts in Egypt and Jordan, 1987-2011

Patrick James Leonard
Supervisor: Brendan Karch

Louis Arnold, Jr. Leonidas
Supervisor: Eric Malczewski

*Dreams Deferred: Race, Peace, and Violence in Recent Student Protests at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in Durban, South Africa*

Paul Alberic Leroux
Supervisor: Lisa Stampnitzky

*Elected Lobbyists: Advocacy by U.S. Mayors to the Federal Government in the Post-Reagan Era*

Annie Li
Supervisor: Nara Dillon

*Propaganda vs. Pragmatism: Choosing the One-Party State in China’s Universities*

Diana Li
Supervisor: Meghan Healy-Clancy

*“Doing Life Together”: Faith, Social Capital, and Culture Change in the Reintegration of Ex-Offenders in Central Square*

Ada Deng Lin
Supervisor: Ajantha Subramanian

*Excavating the Red Corridor: An Intellectual History of Maoism in the Indian Naxalite Movement (1967-1972)*

Ariane Litalien
Supervisor: Aaron Mauck

*Professional Identity and the Subjectivity of Policy Effectiveness: A Case Study of the 2006 Massachusetts Health Care Reform*
Daniel Miranda Lobo  
Supervisor: Chiwen Bao  

*College’s Case for Context: An Examination of Meanings of Diversity Across Four-year Institutions of Higher Education*

Jenna Rachel Louie  
Supervisor: Carla Martin  

*“They Called Me Crazy”: Senegalese Return Migrants in Dakar*

Terah Evaleen Lyons  
Supervisor: Hannah Riley-Bowles  

*Social Networks and Shibboleths: Gender Diversity and Stratification in Structures of Elite Corporate Leadership*

Ryan Stuart MacLennan  
Supervisor: Ajantha Subramanian  

*In Our Nature: 20th Century American Environmentalism and the Making of the Self-Regulating Consumer*

Signa Leonie Mahung  
Supervisor: Frances Hagopian  

*I Dream of Gini: Brazilian Affirmative Action and Its Effect on Target Beneficiaries in Rio de Janeiro*

Caroline Mae McKay  
Supervisor: Terry Aladjem  

*“Funny how a melody / Sounds like a memory:” Contemporary Country Music as an Anti-Modern Landscape*

Rishab Mehan  
Supervisor: Chris Sturr  

*Policy and Discourse in Opposition: Changes to Britain’s Culture of Crime Control*
Marie Victoria Mekosh  
Supervisor: Leslie Finger

*Dancing in the Streets: Novel Forms of Political Contestation in Chile*

Randi Beth Michel  
Supervisor: Jason Warner

*Exporting the South African Miracle: Leveraging Soft Power in Conflict Intervention*

David Goodall Miller  
Supervisor: Cheryl Welch

*“Departing Downward from Humanity”: Moves to Torture in Democracies*

Younghoon Moon  
Supervisor: Jean Comaroff


Andrew Robert Mooney  
Supervisor: Judith Grant Long

*Copa Pra Quem: The World Cup and the Brazilian Protests of 2013*

Thomas Philip, II Mullaney  
Supervisor: Lawrence Katz

*Making Sense of MOOCs: A Reconceptualization of HarvardX Courses and Their Students*

Nataliya Nedzhvetskaya  
Supervisor: Jean Comaroff

*“And the Word Became Flesh”: A Study of Community Health Evangelism in Zambia*
Peter Morse Nelson  
Supervisor: Aaron Garrett  

*Spinoza: Ethics, Necessitarianism, and the PSR*

Max Novendstern  
Supervisor: Charles Maier  

*Eden, Fabricated: Automation’s Promise to the Postwar American Left*

Jasmine Magdalene Omeke  
Supervisor: Jeremy Levine  

*Stuck Between Creating a Destination, Serving the People, and Themselves: A Comparative Case Study of Nonprofit Organizations within Arts Driven Urban Development in Boston and Chicago*

Philip James Heneghan Ondaatje  
Supervisor: Stephen Rosen  

*An Education on Centralization: Command and Control in Intra-War Adaptation to Counterinsurgency*

Isabel Rose Ostrer  
Supervisor: Aaron Mauck  

*From Accident Room to Health Care Safety Net: Reframing the Crisis in Emergency Medicine*

Lily Helena Ostrer  
Supervisor: Sheila Jasanoff  

*The Child is Father to the Man: Head Start, Child Development, and the Politics of Early Intervention*

Judy Soojin Park  
Supervisor: Sadhana Bery  

*Whose House? Asian American Youth in the Rave Scene*
**Kefhira Fanny Pintos**  
Supervisor: Jocelyn Viterna  

*A Yellow Shirt Revolution: Unintended Benefits of Sport for Development Organizations on Local Practitioners*

---

**Noah Benjamin Pisner**  
Supervisor: Sadhana Bery  

*To Owe and Be Owned: Rethinking Bonded Labor and the Wayward Credit Systems of Rural India*

---

**Rodrigo José Plaza**  
Supervisor: Jonathan Mijs  

*You’re Lucky You’re Bigger than Me: How the Definition of Field Creates Barriers to Learning in Summer Academic Enrichment Camps*

---

**Ivel Posada**  
Supervisor: Terry Aladjem  

*Our Divine Charter: The Sacred Dimensions of the American Constitution*

---

**Raul Prakash Quintana**  
Supervisor: Yuri Zhukov  


---

**Benjamin Shafer Raderstorf**  
Supervisor: Steve Levitsky  

*Of Presidents and Peronists: Unpacking Clientelism, Social Policy, and Political Parties in Modern Argentina*

---

**Tara Raghuveer**  
Supervisor: Jessica Simes  

*"We Be Trying": A Multistate Analysis of Eviction and the Affordable Housing Crisis*
Saman Rouhani  
Supervisor: Mateo Munoz  
*The Community Health House Model: An Application of Iran’s Rural Health Network to Mississippi*

Jesse Giovanni Sánchez  
Supervisor: Anya Bassett  
*First Generation Dreams: College-Access Programs, Aspirations, & Achievement*

Hannah Leah Semigran  
Supervisor: Ted Macdonald  
*Beyond Financial Barriers: Social Challenges to the Progressive Realization of Health Care in Bolivia’s Bono Juana Azurduy*

Dongeun Jane Seo  
Supervisor: Joyce Chaplin  
*The New Kid on the Block: How Food Trucks Have Transformed from Roach Coaches to Cultural Phenomenon*

Kate Jae Sun Sim  
Supervisor: Lucia Hultsether  
*Yes, No, Maybe: The Politics of Consent Under Compulsory Sex-Positivity*

Justin Lucas Sola  
Supervisor: Lisa Stampnitzky  
*Guns in the Ideal Society*

Julia Ariel Solomon-Strauss  
Supervisor: Emma Rothschild  
*Domesticated Empire: Britain in India and the World of Victorian Women Writers*
William Davis Stemberg  
Supervisor: Rudi Batzell


Jonathan Kun Sid Tan  
Supervisor: Sa’ed Atshan

*From Embrace to Disavowal: The Decline of Israeli-Palestinian People-to-People Programs and the Rise of Palestinian Anti-Normalization*

Jennifer Johnson Thompson  
Supervisor: Jeremy Levine

*Strategic Negotiation and Resource Coordination: Strategies for Successful Social Protest Under the Community Reinvestment Act*

Jeannie Koon Chee Tse  
Supervisor: Nicole Newendorp

*Redefining Mobility: Structure and Agency in the Aspirational Narratives of Lower-middle Class Post-80s Youth in Hong Kong*

Rebecca Elizabeth Tweedie  
Supervisor: Nicolas Prevelakis

*Holy Rocks, Living Stones: Pilgrimage and Political Activism in Israel-Palestine's Anti-Occupation Movement*

Darshali Abhay Vyas  
Supervisor: Ted Macdonald

*Rights at Odds: Negotiating Health and Development in Rural Gujarat, India*
Joseph Gregory Wall  
Supervisor: James Herron  
*Coping with Neoliberalism in Rural Mexico: A Case Study of the Mercado Zaragoza in Huajuapan de León, Oaxaca*

Kathryn Gabrielle Walsh  
Supervisor: Carol Oja  
*Rocking the Cradle and Staging the Heights: Transhistorical perspectives on economic inequality in Broadway musicals*

Alice Xiaohe Wang  
Supervisor: Lawrence Bobo  
*“Breaking Down the Walls between School and Community”: Full-Service Community Schools as Sites of Counterstratification and Social Integration*

Emily Rachel Wharton  
Supervisor: Kevin Caffrey  
*Today’s Psychoanalytic Capital: Clashing Conceptions of Evidence and Treatment in Buenos Aires, Argentina*

William Pietro Whitham  
Supervisor: Richard Tuck  
*Anarchism and federalism in the International Working Men’s Association 1864-1877*

Samuel Funch Wohns  
Supervisor: Marshall Ganz  
*Harvard’s Unwanted Neighbors: Leadership, Frames, and Action in Corrientes, Argentina*

Jaehyuk You  
Supervisor: Katie Gallagher  
*Liberalism Beyond the Border: Considering Possibilities of Imperialism in Cosmopolitanism*
Karen Zhou
Supervisor: Min Zhang

_Studying Abroad, Like Everyone Else: Decision-making by Foreign-bound Urban Chinese High School Student_

Joshua Phillip Zoffer
Supervisor: Niall Ferguson

_Beyond Exorbitant Privilege: George Shultz, the U.S. Treasury, and the Origins of Dollar Hegemony, 1969-1979_